This supplementary file includes additional details that were not included in the main manuscript due to space limits. We start with more implementation details (Appendix A). Then, we provide ablation study on the pyramid level $K$ used in our BMP model (Appendix B). Finally, we provide more qualitative results, including successes, failures and comparisons with the baseline models (Appendix C).

A. Implementation details

In our preliminary experiments, we observe that the direct end-to-end training of the whole network from scratch cannot achieve the best performance. We argue that this is likely because the tasks of person localization and body mesh recovery perform differently during the training process, i.e. the body mesh branch needs more training iterations than the localization branch. Therefore, we utilize a multi-stage training scheme, which is more stable and effective in practice. More specifically, we first pretrained the body mesh branch with cropped images from single-person samples from Human3.6M [2], MPI-INF-3DHP [7], COCO [5], LSP [3], LSP Extended [4] and MPII [1] for roughly 80 epochs. Then we trained the whole network end-to-end on full-images with multiple persons for 30 epochs. Our proposed ordinal depth loss is active in the second stage. We trained our BMP model in 4 V100 GPUs with a learning rate of $1e^{-4}$ using the Rectified Adam optimizer [6] in the pretraining stage and $1e^{-5}$ in the full training stage.

B. Ablation study on pyramid level $K$

The default BMP model uses five pyramids to localize and estimate body meshes of person instances with different scales (Table 1). From P2 to P6, the corresponding grid numbers are [40, 36, 24, 16, 12], respectively. We aim to evaluate the impact of the number of pyramid level $K$ used in the model. Specifically, we compare the performance of models using different pyramid level $K$ on three multiperson datasets. Results are shown in Table S1. $K = 1$ denotes the model trained using only a single-scale pyramid level with $G = 24$; $K = 3$ represents the model trained using three pyramid levels with the grid numbers [36, 24, 12]; and $K = 5$ is our BMP model trained using five pyramid levels with the grid numbers [40, 36, 24, 16, 12]. From the results, we can observe using $K = 1$ can already achieve $147.3$ mm MPJPE on the challenging Panoptic dataset, outperforming previous two-stage methods [8, 9]. This clearly verifies the effectiveness of our model’s two parallel branch design. When using more pyramid levels in our model, the performance can be largely improved in all datasets, which demonstrates the benefits of using an additional depth dimension to represent person instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>Panoptic (↓)</th>
<th>3DPW (↓)</th>
<th>MuPoTS-3D (↑)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>148.7</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>68.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>142.3</td>
<td>106.2</td>
<td>71.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>135.4</td>
<td>104.1</td>
<td>73.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S1. Ablation for pyramid leve $K$. We report MPJPE for Panoptic and 3DPW, and 3DPCK for MuPoTS-3D.

C. More qualitative results

For our qualitative evaluation, we first provide more comparisons between our baseline model and our BMP model trained with our proposed methods in Fig. S1. Then we provide more successful reconstructions from the datasets we use in our evaluation in Fig. S2 and Fig. S3, respectively. Finally, in Fig. S4, we present some representative failure cases of our BMP model.
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Figure S1. **Qualitative effect of proposed method.** Results of baseline 1 (BMP trained w/o $L_{rank}$) (middle 1st to 3rd rows), baseline 2 (BMP using 2D spatial representation) (middle 4th row), baseline 3 (BMP trained w/o occlusion augmentation) (middle 5th and 6th rows) and BMP (right). As expected, the proposed methods take effect on producing better results (i.e., more depth-coherent reconstructions and robust to overlapping instances and partial observations).


Figure S2. **Successful results.** We visualize the reconstructions of our BMP model from different viewpoints.

Figure S3. **Successful results.** We visualize the reconstructions of our BMP model from different viewpoints.

Figure S4. **Failure cases.** We visualize the reconstructions of our BMP model from different viewpoints. For the first image, BMP estimates the relative depth ordering correctly, but overestimates the distance between the two people, who are in contact. This motivates us to explore how to extend BMP to inter-person interactions modeling in the future. For the second image, BMP estimates the position of the person on the right to be farther away from the camera than the person in the left; while actually the two people stand with roughly the same depth in the image.